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December 19, 1947

Dear Dr. Kinsey

Thank you for your letter of December il. I was
sorry that I wissed che chance of talking with you. I
did not get back from a southern trip until yesterday.

I think that I can heip make the question of using
the Foundation's name in advertising somevh:t clearer in
this way: We have as a long established and pretty firm
tradition here avoided calling attention to our grants for
any purpose. This attitude takes occasional conercte form
in the fact that we ask the authors of scientific papers
to fesl free to omit reference to the Foundation as having
provided support for the investigation being reported. Fe
have specifically discouraged the use of Phe Rockefeller
Foundation's name in various laboratories or buildings
which we have supplied funda to build.

I remember once that a Rumanian came into the Paris
Office in an extremely apologetic frame of mind because he
had seen that a professor in Vienna had put up a plaque on
the door of a laboratory which indicated that the iabo®atory
was the Hockefeller Foundation Laboratory and the poor
Rumanian professor proffered his apologies for not similarly
marking a laboratory that the Foundation had given him,
Well, we just don't want that kind of publicity.

Yhen we make a grant we don't give any press
releases, The question of the announcement of the grant is
left to the recipient except for the belated record of the
action which appears about a year to eighteen months later
in our annual report.

Then there is another aspect to consider. I don't
think that the support of the Foundation is the major news
about any ecientific paper or book ♥ 1t is the quality of
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work that is behind the publication that is important. The

use of the Foundation's name in advertising ia consequently

sovething that disturbs our Trustees who would much prefer to

have the simplest and briefest mention possible of the fact

that the Foundation had given support to any given snterpriso,

ana aot open the way to charges of being passive collaborators

to publicity efforts. Stated a little differently, we are

perfectly willing to eccept responsibility for having vacked

an enterprise but we ure not willing to have the fact of our

support used in advertising or ,ublicity.

I sm, I think, realist enough to underatand that

there wre occasions in thich an enterprise needs some

measure of sponsorship, but it would ecem to ne that the

magazine articles and the book itself have utilised thet

possible advantage enough so that further advertising campaigns

do not need tc refer to the Foundation in order to be success-

ful, Indeed I think the objectivity of the whole studywould

be substantially enhanced if there were no furtisr advertising

involving more than the subject of tne book, its authors and

the publisher's name. The book itself 1s ss well done that

its position in 1ts field wi.1 be secure, anda its importance

in the fields of medicine, educatioa, penology, and family

relations will be undisputed.

The perennial iaterest of the human race in sex has

been so frequentiy exploited for commercial gain thetT

think you and your publishers would gain sore than you lose

if you take measures to prevent any suspicion whetever of

motivations that I know you do not have.

I am trying to steer @ course that will preserve »

the whole undertaking from extremes, and I can only hope

that you will not doubt my desire to be sa wisely heipful

ab I imo how.

Yours sincerely,

AYAnsGREGG
Dr. Alfred C. Kinsey

Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
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